New probe for the measurement of dynamic changes in the rectum.
Conventional mano-volumetric techniques cannot measure changes in circumferential dimensions at several axial positions within a bowel segment. Our aims were to validate a new impedance planimetry probe for simultaneously measuring the cross-sectional area (CSA) at five axial positions in vitro and in vivo in 10 anesthetized pigs. The day-to-day coefficient of variation (CV) for CSA measured by the probe in cylindrical tubes of known diameter was 0.8-9.5%. The mean from actual diameter deviation ranged from 2.3 to 6.7%. In a conical tube the day-to-day CV was 2.3-8% and mean percentage deviation -2.8 to 1.0. Interposed narrowing sections caused a total CV of 7-13%. In vivo studies revealed variations in CSA, associated with expulsion of flatus. It is concluded that impedance planimetry allows simultaneous measurement of CSA at several levels within the rectum. In vitro validity was acceptable and alterations in lumen diameter were identified in vivo.